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Abstract. The lower and middle layers of the corona are studied analyzing
the ground-based observations carried out during the November 3, 1994 and
August 11, 1999 total solar eclipses. While the 1994 eclipse took place nearby
the solar activity minimum, the 1999 eclipse occurred closer to the solar cy-
cle maximum. Structures, isolines of brightness and polarization, and topology
of the magnetic field lines of force (calculated under a potential approxima-
tion) of these two coronae are mutually compared. It is confirmed that the
brightness distribution in the corona corresponds to the hydrostatic distribu-
tion of density at the distances 1.2− 1.8 R�. Temperature 1.4 MK and density
n0 = 3.3 × 108 cm−3 are found for the equatorial coronal regions of the 1999
corona. Physical conditions in the polar coronal regions are investigated ana-
lyzing the brightness and polarization of the 1994 eclipse. We have found that
the degree of polarization in polar plumes is about 10% higher than that in the
inter-plumes space. Consideration of the brightness in plumes and in the adja-
cent background space allowed us to conclude that the temperatures there are
close to 1 MK. The density in the individual plumes is near n0 = 2.7×108 cm−3,
while it decreases to about n0 = 2.0 × 108 cm−3 in the inter-plumes space. It
is pointed out that the simultaneous interpretation of the measured brightness
and polarization struggles with some difficulties.

Key words: solar eclipse corona – photometry – structuralism – polar plumes
– polarization – temperature – density

1. Introduction

Regardless of a number of new and ingenious ground-based and space-borne
techniques, experiments and procedures in observing the solar corona, total
solar eclipses provide a rare but very valuable opportunity to investigate this
uppermost layer of the solar atmosphere with a good resolution and with one
of best signal to noise ratio. Such observations are valuable namely when inves-
tigating the inner and middle coronal layers up to distances 2 R�, practically
inaccessible to current cosmic experiments. Thus, almost all achievements on the
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physics of these layers come from the white-light corona eclipse observations, as
before.

This paper deals with the results obtained by analysis of observations per-
formed during two solar eclipses which occurred on 3 November 1994 and 11
August 1999. The first one was observed from Criciùma, Brazil (λ = 49◦22′

W; φ = 28◦43′ S) and represents a clearly pre-minimum eclipse, character-
ized by a very low sunspot activity (the monthly averaged sunspot number
was R = 18 only for November 1994). The corresponding phase in the cycle
(according to Mitchell, 1929) and the flattening of the corona (according to
Ludendorff, 1928) were found to be Φ = −0.22 (to calculate it, the necessary
data on the moments of the sunspot cycle minima and maxima were taken from
ftp://ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/STP/SOLAR DATA/SUNSPOT NUMBERS/maxmin.new)
and ε = +0.142, respectively. On the contrary, the second eclipse (λ = 17◦47′

E; φ = 46◦55′ N, Tihany, Hungary) was a typically pre-maximum one, with the
August 1999 monthly sunspot number R = 94 and displaying an almost circu-
lar corona (Φ = +0.86, ε = +0.037). An idea is to look for and to describe the
differences in the structuralism and physical conditions arising from the clear
qualitative dissimilarities of these eclipses. A short description of observations
and quite introductory studies of our white-light images taken during the above
two eclipses may be found in Sýkora, Pintér and Ambrož (1995), Sýkora, et al.
(1998) and Sýkora (2000).

The white-light images of the eclipse corona provide, first of all, an excellent
possibility to estimate a global shape of the solar corona (characterized primarily
by the flattening index) and to identify different coronal structures from near
the limb to the distance of several Sun’s radii. At the same time, the white-light
images tell us much about the actual (i.e., related to the eclipse day) global
magnetic field topology of the corona. Except of that, the measuring of coronal
brightness in the optical continuum is still useful for improving the physical
models of the corona, including a more precise estimation of the average coronal
temperature and density. The measurement of coronal polarization seems to be
particularly valuable for allowing to estimate the density distribution in the
corona along the line of sight (i.e., perpendicularly to the plane of sky).

We have studied polarization in the white-light corona earlier (e.g., Badalyan,
Livshits and Sýkora, 1997) and a remarkable diversity of this parameter within
the different coronal structures was demonstrated. The present paper completes
our earlier results with a discussion of the degree of polarization within the polar
plumes of the 1994 solar eclipse corona. A close relationship between the char-
acters of the large-scale coronal structures and the Sun’s magnetic field has long
been recognized (e.g., Howard and Koomen, 1974; Hoeksema et al., 1982; Suess,
1993). We check, demonstrate and discuss such the relationship by comparing
the observed coronal shapes and structures with the calculated magnetic field
lines of force topology. Our estimation of the magnetic field strength all around
the Sun is worth of particular mentioning (a presentation of this kind was firstly
introduced by Gibson and Bagenal, 1995). The magnetic field strength and the
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form of the corresponding ”isogausses” are especially analyzed relatively to the
presence of coronal holes close to the solar limb (Sýkora, Badalyan and Obridko,
2003).

Simultaneous interpretation of the coronal brightness and density distribu-
tions in the individual coronal structures is of special interest. Such an approach
was described by Badalyan and Livshits (1994). In the present paper this method
is applied to investigate, namely, the polar plumes of the November 3, 1994
corona.

2. Coronal structures

We usually combine two methods of extracting the structural details from the
K+F white-light images of the eclipse corona. One is a well-known procedure
of combining the negative and positive of the same original image and mutual
turning them for a very small angle. The second way represents the computer
contrasting of a given coronal image by a proper software. The contours of
a coronal structure as obtained by applying the first method on our eclipse
images are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 (left panels). It is evident that the global
shape of the 1994 eclipse corona is a typically ”minimum-like” one, with coronal
streamers being situated close to the solar equator. Owing to a considerably low
activity in November 1994 (the monthly averaged sunspot number was R = 18),
the description of the actual coronal features is relatively simple. Both, the
northern and southern poles are occupied by the systems of rays (polar plumes),
indicating presence of the open magnetic structures there - coronal holes. The
plumes are approximately radial at the poles and increasingly inclined towards
solar equator when advancing to the lower latitudes. The polar coronal holes
are recognizable on the Yohkoh soft X-ray images recorded at the eclipse day
and also on the XUV 17.1 nm image (Fe IX/X), taken by the HAO/NCAR
Sounding Rocket.

On the E-limb one major streamer dominates. It takes an unusually large
range of latitudes – from position angle 30◦ to about 130◦ (position angles
are measured counterclockwise from the heliographic north). The streamer is
slightly inclined to the N-pole and shows a typical narrowing with height in a
cuspidate manner. On the other hand, the streamer seems somewhat hetero-
geneous. Its brightness and boundaries are not uniform and clearly sharp. It
cannot be excluded that this streamer represents a projection of two or even
more smaller streamers. This view is supported by the fact that at least five
tiny prominence were covered by the streamer during the eclipse.

The W-limb corona is much more structured. First of all, an almost classical
well-isolated streamer is visible in the SW-quadrant (at position angles 210◦

– 250◦), displaying a typical dome structure in its lower part. Two very small
prominences are situated eccentrically to the south edge of the streamer’s dome.
By the way, the prominences inside the streamer’s dome are typically seen when
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Figure 1. Contours of the November 3, 1994 eclipse corona structure (left) and cal-

culated magnetic field lines for the same eclipse day (right).

Figure 2. The same as in Fig. 1, but now for the August 11, 1999 solar eclipse.

the streamer is situated close to the solar limb. Continuing to the solar north,
a faint decrease of coronal brightness takes place around the equator, followed
by a higher activity in the middle part of the NW-quadrant. Also here the
solar corona exhibits, at least, some indication of the streamer. Its apparently
undeveloped structure is because the streamer’s anchorage is still well on the
Sun’s visible hemisphere and, therefore, projection of the streamer onto the 2D
plane of the sky cannot be well-pronounced.

The global shape of the 1999 corona substantially differs from that of the
1994 one (Fig. 2). In this case the streamers are seen nearby the Sun’s poles. The
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loop-like domes at the SE- and NW-streamer’s base, with a small prominence
inside are typical for the streamer architecture. Some traces of polar plumes are
present at lower latitudes of the E- and W-limb. Generally, the streamers are
situated over the solar magnetic equator (e.g., Koomen, Howard and Michels,
1998; Wang, Sheeley and Rich, 2000; Sýkora, Badalyan and Obridko, 2003)
which, close to the solar cycle maximum, is highly inclined with respect to the
heliographic equator and indicates forthcoming reversal of the global magnetic
field of the Sun. Therefore, it should be expected that the pronounced facts
would be confirmed by the corresponding calculations of the magnetic field
structure and its topology. Considering an open ray-like structure at the middle
latitudes of the 1999 eclipse E-limb, a coronal hole is anticipated to be present in
that region. A mutual relation of the calculated magnetic field strength and the
presence of this coronal hole is discussed below particularly. A broader meaning
of such a relation is outlined, as well.

In the right panels of Figs. 1 and 2 the systems of the magnetic field lines
of force are presented, as derived for the days of both considered eclipses. The
calculations were performed under a potential approximation using the pho-
tospheric field measurements of the Wilcox Solar Observatory. The method of
computation (and the field presentations for 10 solar eclipses) are described in
Sýkora, Badalyan and Obridko (2003). There and here, we have applied the
well-known method, earlier described by Hoeksema and Scherrer (1986), and
Hoeksema (1991). Some details about our calculations can be also found in
Sýkora et al. (1999). This approach assumes that the magnetic field energy
in the layers between the photospheric surface and a certain level in the solar
corona is higher than the energy of the possible electric currents. In other words,
the deviations of the magnetic field structure from a potential character of the
field are assumed to be small and, we neglect them. However, starting from a
certain height, the flows of the solar wind plasma are no longer negligible, the
field cannot be any longer considered current-free and the field lines of force
are gradually stretched to a practically radial direction. The surface, where the
lines of force are supposed to be strictly radial is used to be called the source
surface. In Hoeksema and Scherrer (1986) this radius was taken to be 2.5 R�,
and the same value was utilized throughout all our calculations. The calcula-
tions involved summing over 10 harmonics and introducing a polar correction to
take into account the lack of reliability of the field measurements in the vicinity
of the solar poles (Obridko and Shelting, 1999).

The mentioned calculations provide the magnetic field lines of force usually
well-describing presence and distribution of the large-scale structures in the solar
corona, mainly, helmet streamers and coronal holes (e.g., Sýkora, Badalyan and
Obridko, 2003). For example, in the right panel of Fig. 1 the east and west
equatorial streamers well visible in the structure drawing of the 1994 eclipse are
clearly expressed also in the magnetic field structure. In the same panel also
distinct open structures close to the poles are remarkable. On the contrary, the
1999 eclipse represents an example of not very convincing description of the
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coronal structures by the magnetic field lines of force (right panel in Fig. 2). A
certain correspondence of these two presentations is seen only in the north-pole
region.

One should have in mind that all the visible and above-described coronal
structures are not necessarily situated directly at the solar limb. The eclipse
images and the derived from them sketches of the coronal structures represent
at each moment a 2D-projection only of the real 3D-shape of the corona to the
plane of the sky. Namely, the streamers may be well seen in the 2D-projection
though anchored to the photosphere relatively far from the limb. This ”observa-
tional inadequacy” of the eclipses led, in fact, to a historically false estimations of
the global coronal shape evolution throughout the solar cycle (Sýkora, Badalyan
and Obridko, 2003). We now believe that the 3D-corona is always considerably
flattened, but with regard to the equator of the global Sun’s magnetic field. In
fact, any calculations of the coronal flattening with regard to the heliographic
equator seem to be pretty much incorrect, namely well outside the solar cycles
minima when the two above equators are considerably inclined to each other
(Gulyaev, 1992, 1994; Sýkora and Badalyan, 1992).

3. Brightness and polarization of the white-light corona

Following photometric processing of the coronal images taken during the 1994
and 1999 eclipses the isolines of brightness (isophotes) were constructed. In the
left panel of Fig. 3 the isophotes of the 3 November 1994 corona are drawn in
some relative units. Difference between the isolines is ∆ log I = 0.25. As this fig-
ure demonstrates, the coronal isophotes delineate well the large-scale structures
of the corona only. The large helmet streamers are expressed - one at the east
and two at the west limbs. In the polar regions the structures are practically
unresolved by the isophotes. In the distance of about 2R� the isolines of bright-
ness become almost circular. In these distances the basic input to the observed
brightness comes from the F-corona, always displaying a small flattening.

The form of the solar corona has long been determined by the Ludendorff
flattening coefficient. It is defined as:

ε =
de

dp
− 1, (1)

where de and dp are the equatorial and polar distances of the same isophote,
and obtained as the means of the values at three positions: 0◦, ± 22.5◦ and 90◦,
90◦±22.5◦, respectively. The isophote at 0◦ is recommended to be chosen at the
distance of about 2.0 R�. Calculation according to this formula gives ε = +0.142
for the 1994 eclipse corona flattening. The minimum-type corona was not quite
well-developed at the moment of this eclipse (the Sun’s magnetic equator was
still noticeably wavy in relation to the heliographic equator) and, therefore, the
found flattening value is lesser in relation to the classically expected one.
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Figure 3. The isolines of brightness (left) and the degree of polarization (right) of the

1994 corona. The step between two adjacent isolines of brightness is ∆ log I = 0.25, and

the difference between the neighbor shadowing of the degree of polarization represents

∆p = 5%.

On the right in Fig. 3 the lines of equal polarization (isoplets) of the white-
light corona are presented. Each of the bands (white, gray, and dark) covers an
interval of the degree of polarization in extension of ∆p = 5%. For example, the
outer gray strip over the north and south poles corresponds to the polarization
of 20 − 25%, the following black belt covers the polarization of 25 − 30%, etc.
The highest polarization is found inside the large helmet streamers and is more
than 55% (black regions inside the streamers). In difference from the system
of isophotes (the left part of this figure) the isolines of equal polarization dis-
play much more distinctly the individual characteristic structures of the 1994
corona. So, analyzing the right panel of Fig. 3 one can assume that the south-
west streamer is slightly out of the image plane, its equator-ward part is situated
closer to the plane of the sky (that is why it exhibits a higher degree of polar-
ization) in comparison with its southern part. In the polar regions the polar
plumes are well visible. The degree of polarization in these plumes is for about
10% higher than in the inter-plumes space. The highest degree of polarization
in the polar plumes is typically rather low at the distances 1.25 − 1.30 R�. We
assume that the northern and southern polar plumes are unlikely inclined to
the plane of the sky because the highest degree of polarization inside them is
situated at different distances. Such view of the polarization allows to identify
even fine structural details, for example, small-size rays around the west equator
(see also Sýkora, Badalyan and Obridko (2003), where the polarization of the
11 July 1991 corona is described).

Fig. 4 makes possible to compare the polarization of the 1994 white-light
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Figure 4. An image of the 1994 corona polarization distribution (left) - the darker

shadowing corresponds to the higher degree of polarization. On the right panel, the

structures of Fig. 1 overlay the image of the polarization distribution.

corona with the structural sketch of this corona. Polarization in this figure is
not given in the form of isoplets as it was in Fig. 3, but in the means of po-
larization itself, in absolute units. The darker the corresponding regions, the
higher the polarization. White color in such a pattern corresponds to absence of
polarization (p = 0%), while black color would represent the total polarization
(p = 100%). This kind of a polarization chart distinctly displays characteristic
coronal structures, as well. Particularly, the fine polar plumes are visible here
in the form of small darker structures with a brighter background around them.
Right in this figure is a sketch of the coronal structures (presented in the left
panel of Fig. 1) superimposed on the chart of the degree of polarization. One
may agree that the coronal structures quite well correspond to the polarization.
Thus, the polarization chart of the 1994 eclipse confirms our earlier finding
(Badalyan, Livshits, Sýkora, 1997; Badalyan, Obridko, Sýkora, 2003) that the
polarization considerably better reflects details of the coronal structures than
the isophotes do. This is connected with the fact that within the visible eclipse
corona structures (among them, helmet streamers and polar plumes) the matter
is understandably somewhat concentrated to the plane of the sky what results
in increase of the measured degree of polarization in these structures.

The same conclusions follow from Fig. 5 displaying the isophotes and isoplets
for the 11 August 1999 eclipse. The isophotes are here, similarly to the left panel
of Fig. 3, given in the relative units, the difference between the adjacent isophotes
being ∆ log I = 0.25. This figure indicates that the isophotes become almost
circular already at small distances from the solar limb during a majority of the
eclipses appearing in the periods of the solar cycle maxima. The reasons for
exceptions from this rule were discussed earlier (e.g., Sýkora and Ambrož, 1995;
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Figure 5. Isophotes of the 1999 corona, the step between two adjacent isolines of

brightness being ∆ log I = 0.25. On the right panel of this figure are the isolines

of polarization (isoplets), as obtained in the frame of European TECONet Project

(also with our participation) and taken from Clette and Gabryl (1999). Maximum

polarization in streamers of the 1999 corona reaches up to 45%, the difference between

the adjacent downwards isoplets being ∆p = 5%.

Sýkora, Badalyan and Obridko, 2002). The solar corona of the 1999 eclipse does
not exhibit any expressive large-scale structures. Only the moderate dimension
streamers are noticeable in the figure of isolines. The flattening of the 1999
corona is ε = +0.037 only, corresponding well to the classically expected one
during the near-maximum phase of the activity cycle (in the case of this 1999
eclipse a quadruple of the global magnetic field was present on the Sun and the
heliomagnetic and heliographic equators were mutually highly inclined).

Right in Fig. 5 the isolines of the degree of polarization are demonstrated
in a classical way. These isoplets were derived by Clette and Gabryl (1999)
in the frame of the European TECONet Project (one of the authors - J.S. -
has participated in this Project, as well), the difference between the adjacent
isolines being ∆p = 5%. The highest polarization arises within the streamers at
distances 1.4−1.5 R� and goes up to 45%. This is a typical degree of polarization
for the large dimensional streamers.
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4. Temperature and density in the corona

4.1. About our method of determination the temperature and density
in the corona

A method to determine the temperature and density in the solar corona was
proposed by Badalyan (1988, 1995). In the frame of the accepted model of the
density distribution a set of theoretical curves of the ln(Kt +Kr) in dependence
on 1/ρ (where Kt and Kr are polarized components of radiation, and ρ is the
distance from the solar disk center) is constructed. In the quoted papers, all the
calculations were performed assuming the hydrostatic density distribution found
earlier from observations of a number of investigators for the middle corona (see,
for example, Newkirk, 1967). We should underline that such a statement does
not insist upon absence of any motions in the corona. It simply means only
that these motions are of low velocities or that their fraction is small and due
to this they do not manifest themselves in the observed density distribution
of these coronal layers. The basic calculations were performed for the densities
at the base of the corona (more exactly, of the hydrostatic law parameter)
n0 = 108cm−3.
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Figure 6. A family of theoretical lines representing dependence of the K-corona bright-

ness on distance from the Sun’s disk center. Calculations were performed for different

temperatures (they are indicated in this figure in MK) and for density at the base of

corona n0 = 108 cm−3, representing a parameter of the hydrostatic law.

Fig. 6 shows a family of the theoretical curves ln(Kt + Kr) for a set of tem-
perature values (they are identified in the figure) and for the density of the
corona at its base n0 = 108 cm−3. This figure shows that inclination of the theo-
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retical curve increases with the decreasing coronal temperature. The method of
the temperature and density determinations consists in the following. The ob-
served dependence of the K-corona brightness on 1/ρ (i.e., after subtraction of
the F-corona from the white-light corona) is superimposed on the family of the
theoretical curves. The density enters exponentially into equations describing
the theoretical values of the tangential and radial components of the polarized
radiation Kt and Kr. Therefore, the found shift of the K-corona brightness val-
ues along the ordinate direction allows us to deduce on the density at the base of
the solar corona. The quantities T and n0 make it possible to derive the density
at any distance under the accepted assumptions.

This method was utilized by Badalyan (1988, 1995) for a number of eclipse
observations performed by different authors. It has been shown that the observed
course of brightness at the heights of the middle (and partially also of the
inner) corona agrees, with astonishing stability and independently on the phase
of activity cycle, with the theoretical brightness calculated for the hydrostatic
distribution of density. It has been also obtained that the temperature within
the equatorial regions of the middle corona steadily remains around 1.4 MK.
We note that the same temperature for these coronal regions was announced
long ago by Alfvén (1941). Apparently, this is connected with a general balance
of energy throughout the solar corona. The density changes in dependence on
the phase of activity cycle from n0 = 2 × 108 cm−3 in the minimum of solar
activity to n0 = 4× 108 cm−3 in the cycle maximum. Within the polar coronal
holes the temperature depends on the cycle phase. During the solar maximum
it corresponds to the temperature in the equatorial regions and is close to 1.4
MK, while at the solar minimum it decreases to 0.9–1.0 MK. The density does
not exhibit any clear cycle phase dependence and, possibly, is connected with
the properties (e.g., dimensions) of the polar hole itself (these our results are
quoted by Golub and Pasachoff (1997), p. 139).

Badalyan (1988, 1995) concluded that the course of brightness over the lay-
ers of the quiet middle corona represents such a stationary parameter that it
can serve as a test of ”quality” of the performed eclipse observations. For ex-
ample, the observational data (usually, the images) obtained during one and
the same solar eclipse may contain some observational peculiarity (let’s say, an
inadequacy) at all position angles, differing from the data peculiarity of some
another author. The above mentioned uniformity in the course of the K-corona
brightness makes then possible: (a) to make a more precise absolute calibration
of the eclipse observations using the model of the F-corona as a photometric
standard. Comparison of the data obtained by different authors during one and
the same solar eclipse (Badalyan 1988, 1995) has revealed that these data really
contain a certain (different for individual authors) error in the absolute cali-
bration of them. After including some correction (using the F-corona in term
of the photometric standard and consecutive subtraction of it from the total
brightness) all the data considerably better fit one and the same theoretical
curve; (b) to derive with a satisfying accuracy the absolute calibration of those
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observations for which the calibration during an eclipse wasn’t done, or is in-
correct. This can be done by using the F-corona model and taking into account
the known from the model (for example, of the Van de Hulst model, or of any
similar model) contribution of the K-corona into the total coronal brightness
at the distances around 2 R�. Below, when interpreting the observations of the
1994 and 1999 coronae, we exploited the above possibility.

The described method of the temperature and density determinations has
been employed by Gabryl, Cugnon, and Clette (1997), and Kulijanishvili, and
Kakhiani (1996) who confirmed the conclusions of Badalyan (1988, 1995). We
should add that for the distances above 2− 2.5 R� the model of the hydrostatic
density distribution is not further usable. At these distances the power of gravity
decreases and the gas pressure in the hot corona remains to be high. The gravity
(and some other powers, e.g., magnetic one) is not further able to keep the hot
gas and a hydrostatic flow of the coronal plasma comes into being, creating a
quiet solar wind.
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Figure 7. The measured course of the brightness within the equatorial region of the

1999 corona (at the position angle 105◦). The measurements are indicated by points,

together with a linear approximation of the corresponding course. The lower line rep-

resents a theoretical dependence obtained for 1.4 MK temperature and n0 = 108 cm−3

density. The shift of the observed dependence along the ordinate with respect to the

theoretical line corresponds to the coronal density n0 = 3.3× 108 cm−3.
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4.2. Temperature and density of the corona during solar activity
maximum

Fig. 7 demonstrates a comparison of the observed distribution of brightness
within the equatorial 1999 corona (the points and approximation straight line
of them) with the theoretical dependence derived for the temperature T = 1.4
MK and the density n0 = 108 cm−3 (the lower line). The observed distribution
is drawn for the region of a quiet corona at position angle P = 105◦. To bring
our measurements of brightness to the photometric standard the model of F-
corona by Koutchmy and Lamy (1985) was used. In agreement with the Van de
Hulst model (1950) we have adopted that at the distances around 2 R� the K-
corona represents about 0.6 portion of the total coronal brightness. Estimation
of this portion makes it possible to calculate the standardization multiplier by
which the relative brightness should be multiplied for each point of the corona to
transform the data into the absolute units. Then, the logarithm of the absolute
coronal brightness at the distance 2 R� of the given position angle is log I = 2.4
(in the units 10−10 of the Sun’s disk center brightness). The uncertainty in de-
termination of this value does not exceed 0.1-0.15. Adoption of a multiplier for
transformation to the absolute values was tried for a number of position angles
to choose this multiplier with sufficient accuracy.

Fig. 7 indicates that at the position angle in question, the brightness distri-
bution is close to that obtained under the assumption of the hydrostatic density
distribution. The straight line inclination for the observed K-corona corresponds
to the temperature 1.4 MK. The necessary shifting of the observed dependence
along the ordinate axis is upwards with regard to the theoretical one and rep-
resents ∆ ln(Kt + Kr) = 1.2, giving the density of 3.3 × 108 cm−3 at the base
of corona. At the distance 1.5 R� of the position angle in question the density
of the quiet corona is 1.35× 107 cm−3, considering the hydrostatic density dis-
tribution. The obtained temperature and density values are in agreement with
all other values obtained by Badalyan (1988, 1995) for the regions of the quiet
equatorial corona in the period of solar cycle maximum.

5. Physical conditions within the polar plumes of the
November 3, 1994 corona

In this section we discuss the physical conditions inside an individual polar
plume and in the plumes background of the November 3, 1994 corona. The
polar plume is situated close to the position angle P = 355◦. In Fig. 3 this
plume is denoted by ”a” (the dark small grains at the distance 1.2−1.3 R�). The
brightness of the K-corona along this plume is given in the left panel of Fig. 8.
The polarization in the plume reaches a maximum at the distance 1.25 R�,
slightly exceeding 40% (see the left panel in Fig. 9). The polar corona outside
the polar plumes (the background corona) is analyzed at P = 21◦. In Fig. 3 this
angle is indicated by ”b”. The brightness and polarization for this position are
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given in Figs. 8 and 9 (in the right panels of them). In this inter-plume space
the maximum of polarization decreases to about 30%.
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Figure 8. The measured course of brightness within the polar plume (left panel; in Fig.

3 this plume is indicated by ”a”), and in the inter-plume space (right panel; in Fig. 3

the chosen space is designated by ”b”) of the 1994 corona. The theoretical dependence

(the lower lines in both panels) are calculated assuming temperature of 1 MK. The

magnitude of shifts along the ordinate of the observed dependence with respect to the

theoretical dependence corresponds to the coronal densities n0 = 2.7 × 108 cm−3 in

the plume and n0 = 2.0× 108 cm−3 in the inter-plume space.

The theoretical dependence (lower lines in Fig. 8) is derived for the temper-
ature of 1 MK. As above, using of the Koutchmy and Lamy F-corona model
(1985) for the polar region allowed us to calibrate the observed data in the
absolute units. In the polar regions, according to the model of Van de Hulst
(1950), the contribution of the K-corona to the total coronal brightness repre-
sents only 0.1 at the distance 2 R�. It is obvious from Fig. 8 that the course
of brightness throughout the polar corona, both in the plume and in the back-
ground of plumes, corresponds to a hydrostatic density distribution. This means
that no influence of the motions is detected at these distances. The inclinations
of the dependence correspond to the theoretical straight line related to 1 MK.
The shifting (along the ordinate direction) of the experimental dependence in
relation to theoretical ones (the lower lines in Fig. 8) provide the plume density
n0 = 2.7× 108 cm−3 and the inter-plume space density n0 = 2.0× 108 cm−3. At
the distance 1.5 R� the densities in the plume and in the plume’s background
are 2.7 × 106 cm−3 and 2.0 × 106 cm−3, respectively. This means that at these
distances the density in the plume and in the plume’s background decreases by
one hundred times in comparison with their n0 values at the corona base.

The obtained distributions of the coronal brightness and polarization permit
us to give their simultaneous interpretation. Possibility of such interpretation
was discussed earlier by Badalyan and Livshits (1994) and Badalyan, Livshits
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Figure 9. The measured course of the degree of polarization over the polar plume

(left) and in the inter-plume space (right) of the 1994 corona.

and Sýkora (1997). This assumes to look for a model in the frame of which a si-
multaneous explanation of the course of brightness and polarization is possible.
The temperatures and densities found within the plume and in the inter-plume
space make it possible to calculate the theoretical values of the degrees of po-
larization in these structures and then to compare them with the observational
measurements.

Polarization of the (K+F)-corona is expressed as:

p =
Kt −Kr

Kt + Kr + F
, (2)

where F represents the brightness of the F-corona. The equations for calculation
of the polarized components of radiation Kt and Kr in the case of the hydrostatic
density distribution were derived by Badalyan (1986).

The calculations indicate that for the inter-plume background the model
of a spherically symmetric corona is adequate. Then for the density in this
background n0 = 2.0 × 108 cm−3, the temperature 1.0 MK and the brightness
of the F-corona taken from the Koutchmy and Lamy (1985) model, we obtain
the polarization p = 29.9%, well in agreement with our observational findings.

For the plume itself the model is adopted in which a narrow dense plume is
embedded by a spherically symmetric background. This means that the polar
plume is situated close to the plane of sky, in front of the plume and behind
it a spherically symmetric background exists characterized by the hydrostatic
parameter of density n0 = 2.0 × 108 cm−3. In such a model the polarization is
expressed as follows:

p =
(Kt −Kr)b + (Kt −Kr)p

(Kt + Kr)b + (Kt + Kr)p + F
, (3)
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where (Kt + Kr)b and (Kt −Kr)p are, respectively, the sum and difference of
the polarized components of radiation in the background, and (Kt + Kr)b and
(Kt−Kr)p are the same inside the polar plume. Integration within the plume is
done according to the same equations taken from Badalyan (1986), but along a
short interval of distances close to the plane of sky only. Understandably, for the
plume background the integral is calculated from ”a rest” interval of distances,
i.e., from the minus to plus infinity along the line of sight, with exclusion of
that part of distances where the plume occurs. ”The infinity” here is, of course,
conditional. The density rapidly decreases, at a certain distance from the plane
of sky it is negligible and contributes very little to the calculated integral. The
density inside the plume, representing a denser structure, is higher in comparison
with the plume’s background. This means that the coronal matter in this case
is really concentrated towards the plane of sky. As it was shown by Badalyan
and Livshits (1994) and Badalyan, Livshits and Sýkora (1997), the polarization
in such a model is higher in comparison with that following from the spherically
symmetric model of the solar corona.

We adopted that extension of the plume along the line of sight approxi-
mately corresponds to its crosswise dimension in the plane of image. We have
also assumed that the density inside the plume is five times larger of that in
the background. Such a ratio of densities follows from the past observations
and was quoted by Shklovskii (1962, p. 444). As emerged, in our case namely
such a relation of the densities inside the plume and in the plume surroundings
corresponds to the observed brightness of the polar coronal plume and, thus,
to the density n0 = 2.7× 108 cm−3. The calculations according to equation (3),
assuming n0 = 2.7 × 108 cm−3 density, gave us polarization 32.6%. This is less
enough in comparison with observed value of about 40%.

A dense plume, characteristic by the observable brightness and complete
absence of the background radiation, could represent the limiting case. This
would be true if all the matter assumed along the line of sight is concentrated
into the narrow plume only, situated close to the plane of the sky. Then, only
the terms with the ”p” index will remain in equation (3). The density n0 = 3.5×
109 cm−3 is necessary to be assumed to obtain in this case the observed polar
plume brightness. In this case the calculations offer the degree of polarization
as much as 35.1% which is still smaller than that measured from the eclipse
images. As it follows from equation (3) to obtain a higher degree of polarization
of the (K+F)-corona it is still necessary to enlarge somewhat the plume density.
Our calculations show that the observed polarization could be obtained only in
the case of about three times higher brightness than really observed. Therefore,
in the case of the polar coronal plume we are not able satisfactorily concord
the measured degree of polarization with the observed course of the coronal
brightness. The brightness of the plume appears to be insufficient for explanation
of the observed polarization inside it.
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6. Conclusion

In this paper we discusse the photometric processing and provide interpretation
of the results coming from ground-based observations of the November 3, 1994
and August 11, 1999 total solar eclipses.

Distribution of the white-light solar corona brightness during the 1999
eclipse, occurring close to the period of solar cycle maximum, confirmed the
earlier obtained conclusions indicating temperature of about 1.4 MK within the
equatorial regions of the lower and middle corona over the distances from about
1.2 R� up to 2.0 R�. Distribution of the coronal density is nearly hydrostatic,
acquiring the value 3.3×108 cm−3 at base of the corona (this being a parameter
of the hydrostatic law). The 1994 eclipse happened rather close to the minimum
of solar activity. The coronal structure of this eclipse displays a typical minimum
form with the well-developed polar plumes. A careful processing of the eclipse
images provided quite a good impression on the course of polarization along
the narrow polar plumes (to our knowledge, namely this represents an original
finding). Maximal degree of polarization in the polar plumes goes to 40% at the
distances 1.25− 1.3 R� from the disk center, which for about 10% exceeds the
polarization within the inter-plumes space. The brightness distribution in the
polar plumes and in the space between them corresponds to the 1 MK temper-
ature throughout the polar solar corona. The density at the base of the inner
background corona is 2.0 × 108 cm−3, while within the polar plume it reaches
2.7× 108 cm−3.

The simultaneous interpretation of the brightness and polarization within
the polar plume and outside makes it possible to construct a certain model
of these features. The courses of the brightness and polarization over the polar
region of the November 3, 1994 corona correspond to the model of the spherically
symmetric corona. The mean density in the region where the plume is situated
is for 1.35 times higher than that outside the plumes. We have tried the model
in which the narrow plume is in a projection with the coronal background, the
density of the plume being 5 times higher than that in the background. Such a
structure in which the matter is concentrated towards the plane of the sky results
in an enlargement of polarization for several percents. However, we are not
successful in simultaneous explaining of the 10% difference in polarization and
of the observed brightness distribution. On the other side, Badalyan and Livshits
(1994) showed that in the case of a typical coronal streamer the simultaneous
interpretation of the brightness and polarization is possible, even up to the
relatively large distances. Some difficulties occur when constructing the model
of huge streamers similar to that observed during the 1952 solar eclipse. It
becomes evident that the brightness within large plumes is insufficiently high
to give the observed degree of polarization. The same problem appeared in our
present study of the polar plume.

However, in our opinion, the found contradiction does not represent now a
sufficiently significant reason for any revision of the mechanism of the white-
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light corona radiation, or looking for some alternative explanations of the origin
of an additional polarization in the polar plumes. It should be noted that the
measurements of polarization are rather difficult and for any new theoretical
constructions the very relevant results should be introduced. Therefore, it is
still valuable to continue in the careful observations of coronal polarization to
obtain more important reasons, if the present theory of polarization should be
questioned.
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